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In a period between 1943 and 1974 radioactive wastes were temporary buried on a special site on the 
territory of RRC “Kurchatov Institute”. The site used for the temporary waste storage (TWS) has an area 
of about 2 hectares and is situated near the border of the RRC territory that is close today to a city 
residential area. To analyze and control pollution of groundwater about hundred test and observation wells 
were drilled on the site. It was determined that contamination of the ground is mainly connected with Sr90 
and Cs137. The site monitoring held since the end of the 80s showed that contaminants are located not 
only on the surface and in the ground but they have also spread in groundwater. Investigation of 
groundwater pollution showed necessity of a more profound analysis of the nature and possible 
propagation directions of radioactive plume. In this connection in 2002 and 2003 supplementary 
observation wells were drilled outside the institute territory in order to increase the zone of monitoring and 
to determine the boundaries of possible radioactive plume spreading more precisely. Along with these 
field investigations research work on development and creation of a mathematical model of radioactive 
groundwater contamination spreading was started in 2002, this model provided a possibility to evaluate 
the existing plume, to explore contamination transport mechanisms and to predict the plume spreading in 
order to create a base for engineering decision-making for the plume localization. On the basis of the TWS 
site monitoring and the laboratory investigations hydrogeological parameters’ values and geological 
structure of the site were determined. Geoinformation System and three-dimensional numerical models of 
groundwater flow (with MODFLOW) and mass transport (with MT3DMS) were built. The model was 
verified due to field measurements. Analysis conducted on the site gave more precise locations of the 
groundwater contamination sources and revealed some hydrogeological features of the site. Prognosis for 
radionuclid migration from the TWS site performed for periods up 100 years showed the efficiency of 
decisions made for remediation of contaminated territory. The findings will be used for scientific basing 
of the choice of protective measures and engineering systems for protection of adjacent territory from 
radioactive contamination spreading. 


